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CHILD CARE AND COVID -19 FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

 
Q. If a child is off because they are waiting a test who pays for that?  

A. If a parent/guardian is on subsidy all COVID related absences will be covered.  

 

Full fee families will be invoiced as per their normal schedule. Family Space will submit COVID 

absences for approval with the County of Hastings and credit your account when/if approved. We 

would apply this credit to your next invoice.  

 

Q. If a child has symptoms is not getting tested and stays home 14 days isolation, who pays for that? 

A. If a parent/guardian is on subsidy all COVID related absences will be covered.   

 

Full fee families will be invoiced as per their normal schedule. Family Space will submit COVID 

absences for approval with the County of Hastings and credit your account when/if approved. We 

would apply this credit to your next invoice.  

 

Q. If a subsidy child is off either self-isolating or is off awaiting test results and goes over their sick 

days who pays for that? 

A. If a parent/guardian is on subsidy all COVID related absences will be covered.  COVID related 

absence days will not be deducted from the parent’s absent day allotment. 

 

 

Q. If a sibling or parent in the house tests positive does the child have to stay home if they have no 

symptoms?   

A. If a test result is positive Public Health would provide advice on the next steps. 

 

Q. If a child is waiting on test results, does the whole family have to isolate?  

A. If a child has been tested and is waiting on results, Public Health would provide advice on the next 

steps.  Some employers/workplaces have mandated their own rules in regard to self-isolation when 

family members are being testing.  

 

Q. Does a child who tested negative and returned to daycare with mild symptoms that come and go 

need to get tested again? 

A. Additional testing is only required if a child has new or worsening symptoms or if there is a 

concern about exposure to a confirmed case of COVID-19. 

 

Q. If you screen a family and one child passes and one does not, are both children excluded from 

attending daycare?  

A. No. If a child is low risk (i.e. symptoms and no known exposure) siblings and household contacts 

are not required to self isolate. The child who did not pass screening must either be tested and self 

isolate while waiting results, 14 day self isolation, or see your Health Care Provider to confirm 

symptoms are not related to COVID-19. 
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Q. If a parent or sibling is awaiting test results, can the asymptomatic child be admitted 

to daycare? 

A. Yes, asymptomatic siblings can attend daycare. Family contacts do not have to isolate if the 

symptomatic individual has been tested and they are waiting for results, and the family member has 

not recently travelled or been in contact with someone who has tested positive. 

 

Q. If a child goes home halfway through the day because symptoms arise in which they no longer 

pass screening who pays?  

A. If a parent/guardian is on subsidy all COVID related absences will be covered.   

 

If a full fee child goes home halfway through the day for COVID related issues they will be billed for 

their scheduled day. They will pay their invoice and Family Space will apply to have the scheduled 

day credited back to their account.  

 

Q. If a child receives a negative test in the morning can they come back to care for the afternoon?  

A. If a child would like to return for a partial day after receiving a negative test result in the morning, 

we ask that you communicate this with your caregiver to make sure they have space available. 

Caregivers have the option to fill spaces of absent children with others needing care so it is always 

advised to stay in contact with your provider and keep them up to date on your plans.  

 

Q. If a child returns to care for a partial day how is that billed? 

A. You will be billed for your normally scheduled day.   

 

Q. If a caregivers family member does not pass screening and is awaiting test results does the 

caregiver have to close.  

A. If the member is old enough to safely self-isolate in another part of the house separate from the 

daycare children, the caregiver can stay open. If the child can not safely isolate because of age or 

space in the house the caregiver will have to close until test results are back and the child is 24hour 

symptom free.  

 

Q. If a caregiver is closed, do I have to pay? 

A. No you will not be charged if a caregiver has to close. 

 

 

Q. Is it a public health concern if a child coughs, sneezes or spits on another child or provider? What 

can be done to protect children and staff if this happens? 

A. While unpleasant, exposure to body secretions is not a public health concern unless the individual 

was determined to be a suspected or confirmed case of COVID-19.  
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